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Buying An Airplane? - Part 1

totally restored condition for less than half of a T-6. They offer the .... the human animal can neither fly nor ..... weld include lumpy, irregular beads or edges of the .... skin. Because of this problem, most of the current generation of kit planes in-. 
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BUYING AN AIRPLANE? . . . Homebuilt, Antique, Classic Warbird or Ultralight? PART1



Why is it that everything in the world of aviation is neatly organized and categorized except our minds? EAA OSHKOSH has mini-communities in which birds of a feather flock to the same general location. Trade-A-Plane,



by BUDD DAVISSON



66 Scudders Rd. Sparta, NJ 07871



the world's most recognized form of watercloset entertainment, neatly portrays the airplane population by make and category. The EAA itself is structured around the different types - Homebuilt, Antique, Classics, Warbirds. So why is it, when it comes to choosing an airplane to buy, the insides of so many of our heads look like a grenade went off in a chicken coop? We have a terrible time making a selection because every category of airplane is strewn about inside our heads, taking up valuable decision space. A few months back we explored the problem of picking a Homebuilt design, but, to the newcomer, or the old-comer for that matter, picking a single airplane of ANY kind is a head wrecker. It is so easy to find yourself ricocheting from Classic to Antique, Homebuilt to Warbird, production spam can to Ultralight. It would be easy to say the problem goes away the more one learns about aviation. Unfortunately, just the opposite is true. The more one knows about aviation, the more difficult the choice becomes because so much more is known about so many different airplanes. To those outside of sport aviation, out there in what used to be called "mainstream" aviation, the decision is much easier because their aviation horizons stretch only across "normal" airplanes. The decision is primarily a CessnaPiperBeechMooney dilemma. Not so the sport flyer. His horizons stretch back 70 years and are so wide they include everything from gyroplanes to Mustangs. That's one reason so many old EAA hands have solved



in the decision, since 3,000 hours or so will be spent locked in a workshop between the decision to build and first flight. The commitment is huge, so the match must be exact. In other categories there is more latitude in the match. If a Cessna 170 follows you home one day and, after a few months, you find the airplane isn't what you really need, a quick ad is placed in the trades, the airplane is sold and another bought. Building a homebuilt is an entirely different decision. The assumption we are making for the discussions here is that nobody is going to build or restore anything. You have decided money market funds and savings accounts are boring and you want to give a chunk of your money a third dimension. You are going to write a check, holler "clear" and trundle off over the horizon in your new/old, readyto-go, flying machine. In the second part of this series we'll get into the actual facts involved in buying airplanes and at that time we'll treat the concept of buying "handy man specials". We'll also get into the pros and cons of restoring, overhauling, face lifting and haberdashery. For now, however, we want to look at the different categories and see why some folks buy Antiques, some buy Warbirds or Classics and others stay home watching their ant farm. First, let's set up some rough definitions of the airplane categories we are talking about. For the sake of simplicity we'll stick fairly close to the recognized categories, i.e., Antiques (pre-war, not produced after 1945), Classics (19451955/60), Homebuilts, Warbirds, and we'll add one new category, Wichita Spam Cans (fairly recent production



the problem by either buying one of each type airplane (not possible for most of us, but a worthy goal, nonetheless) or owning a string of airplanes over the years that run the entire gamut. As we mentioned before in talking about Homebuilts, one of the first decisions has to do with matching the machine to both the pilot and the mission at hand. With Homebuilts, however, the building time is a major factor



airplanes). The reason we've tossed in spam cans is simple - the term "sport aviation" denotes a reason for flying more than it does the type of machine being flown. A person flying a 1978 Skyhawk is no less a sport pilot than one flying an Airmaster 40 years older. If they are flying simply for the love of it, they both qualify. However, many factors in an individual's life style, environment and per-



sonal make-up dictate what "should" be bought and flown rather than what is "wanted" to be bought so a spam can may be the proper choice. Also, every category of sport aviation airplane involves, to one degree or another, a "fuss factor." Because of their age, complexity, construction or general philosophical make-up, many sport aviation airplanes need to be fussed with more than a current production airplane ("current" means since about the mid1960's). This may not fit a person's profile of what he wants in an airplane and the spam can again makes more sense. So, let's hit the spam can thing right up front. One of the most important decisions to be made in buying an airplane is why it is being bought in the first place. If a whole lot of logical rationalizing immediately comes to the fore, like, "I can use it for business meetings in East Pachuch" or "The family will love it for vacations", then some delusion of viable utility still exists in the buyer's mind. Granted, the concept of "utility" itself is open to some definition, but in the world of sport aviation, utility takes a back seat to every other factor. The fact that a 50 year old Staggerwing will get there just as fast as a Bonanza and in more comfort is totally secondary to the fact that it is a classy ride. It is more important that the old Beech scratches some itch to play time traveler. Also, the utility is far overshadowed by the airplane's blatant sexuality. Yes, it offers utility, but who cares? All airplanes, regardless of age or type, have a degree of utility to them. Remember, the first airliner was a Benoist pusher on floats in Tampa. However, that modicum of utility is unimportant when making the decision as to what sport airplane fits the buyer best. It is unimportant because one of aviation's most basic facts is pure utility can be rented cheaper than it can be bought. Just the reverse is true when it comes to the joy and emotionalism attached to the mechanical aspects of most sport flying machines. Forty bucks buys an hour of honest utility in a rental Skyhawk, but no amount of rent can give a pilot the intangible something that happens when a Waco YKS breaks ground, or when lifting a Cessna 140 out of the darkness into the sunrise that SPORT AVIATION 27



has already occurred at 1,000 feet, or simply dropping the hammer on a big P&W. Some buyers, however, can't totally escape the seductive allure of getting double duty, having both fun and utility in an airplane. So, a "utility/ownership" ratio exists and it is an important factor in the airplane buying process. This ratio is the balance between wanting an airplane for its utility and wanting an airplane simply to enjoy owning it because it represents something special. The ratio differs not only with each type of airplane but differs with the individual. Therefore, he must first ascertain his own utility/ownership ratio before he can properly evaluate an aircraft. If he
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speeds and you'll be disappointed at the differences. For instance, on a 250



mile trip, a 100 mph Luscombe/Waco/ Ercoupe will only be 25 minutes behind a 120 mph Skyhawk. A Tripacer would only be 32 minutes behind a 160 mph Piper Arrow. It would be easy to say a half an hour is a significant savings, but, since the definition of sport aviation is flying for the fun of it, it would also be easy to say the trip is over sooner and, therefore, less enjoyable. Also, 160 mph airplanes are generally much more expensive than 120 mph birds. Take your pick. Look At Your Life . . . Again When speaking about Homebuilts, we outlined a few basic facts of life that
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enjoys flying but finds he wants to use his airplane as an alternative to the family car and really doesn't look forward to learning the mechanical foibles of his flying machine, then his decision is made for him . . . buy a spam can and fly the heck out of it. If there is a degree of interest and enthusiasm for things mechanical, but utility still dominates, then certain types of airplanes are in and others are out. C-170s or Tripacers, for instance, are excellent combinations of utility and classic mechanics and flight characteristics. A Waco UPF, on the other hand, gains in the area of interesting mechanics, but loses in the utility race, even though it is nearly as fast as the others. Incidentally, speed is an illusionary and expensive part of so-called utility. Someday sit down and figure out time savings for airplanes that go various



have to be evaluated long before getting down to the nuts and bolts of the airplanes. These factors, which include pilot skill, available time, money, etc., are important, regardless of what category of airplane is being bought. However, these are easier to match when looking at all categories, rather than just a single category, i.e., Homebuilts. This is because each category includes an entire range of machines and somewhere in each category is one that matches your life. For instance, you want to play warbird but have a tiny budget... get a warbug like a L-2M or L-4. Or funds aren't a problem, but you've never really gotten that right foot, left foot thing straight, so tailwheels spook you. That being the case, T-28s are your meat, and even they vary from



pussycat A models to truck-along-withthe-Mustangs Charlie models. The same range and variation exists in each category - Warbird, Antique, Classic, Homebuilt, etc. In evaluating a life, it is best to sit in a big easy chair, Trade-A-Plane out of reach, and close your eyes as you envi-



sion an airplane entering your life. Forget about what kind it is. Just remember it flies, needs TLC and lives at the airport. Try to conjure up an image that shows your life surrounding that airplane. Live a typical week or month in your mind and see how the airplane fits in. Now ask yourself some important questions. For one thing, how much time did you see yourself spending at the airport? Did you spend all weekend



BUYING AN AIRPLANE? . . . out there, or were you caught each time you headed for the door and reminded that Amy needed to be at practice by 11:00 and Johnny had to be picked up at 2:30. Did you have time to take a short cross country or did you just have the time to sneak in a quick 45 minutes before the family bus once again needed your chauffeur's touch? If that's you, a personal amusement airplane like a Cub makes more sense than a Bonanza, a personal amazement machine like a Pitts makes more sense than a C-195. These are airplanes made for fitting in the cracks between life's demands. When you finally got to the airport, did your mind's eye see you fling open the hangar door, or were you busy sweeping the snow off before untying it? Then, did you immediately fire it up, or was a ritual begun in which the airplane was curried and groomed, caressed and loved, before taking it into its element? In other words, did you see yourself enjoying the time spent fussing with the airplane. Is the time spent simply being "with" your airplane as important as the time spent aloft in it? If not, then you had better think twice, or thrice, about buying something that needs the rockers greased or is prone to sagging bungies, leaking brake bladders, and weeping rockerbox interconnect lines. If sharing your life with something that is a mechanical character in its own right is a pain, then Antiques and Warbirds are definitely not your thing; spam cans, Classics and Homebuilts come much closer. What Kind Of Pilot Do You Want To Be? The question is what kind of pilot do you want to be, not what kind of pilot are you. Nobody is as good as they can get and nobody is so good that the next guy can't catch up with enough practice. The question of pilot skill is nothing but a question of attitude, time and money. If you want to drive a Mustang, then go learn to drive it. If T-Crafts are more your speed, then learn to fly that one. In this case, however, don't make the mistake of thinking one is grotesquely harder to fly than the other. They just demand different types of skills and attaining those skills is a simple matter of working at it and getting the training. A Mustang demands you stay ahead of it and know the procedures, but nothing is more humbling than landing a T-Craft in a gusty crosswind. Anybody can fly anything . . . if they want to. But, what if challenge is far down on your list of fun factors in flying? What if it is preceded by images of wafting off the runway without a care and returning to land, knowing the airplane will make



you look good. If that is the case, then pick your airplanes carefully. For instance, in the Warbird line, the great aluminum creator never made an airplane easier to land, yet still full of military mystique, than the T-34. A herd of Antiques are gentlemen to the end. A Meyers OTW, for instance, will reach out with those long legs and grab the ground, bringing the aviator home and letting him feel like an ace most of the time. The everpresent C (for Classic) 120/140/170 series will, in normal conditions, treat its owner to smooth, lovely departures and arrivals. Of course, any airplane will, in the improper circumstances, turn around and nibble on the pilot's leg, but some are more prone to that than others. Some airplanes are born challenges. Ask owners of D-145 Monocoupes, for instance, what their log books say about ground loop damage. Conversely, surprise yourself by flying a 90AL 'Coupe and find out what civility and control is all about. The challenge is still there, but it is down to a level manageable by most mortals in a reasonable length of time. As airplanes got newer, the general tone of their handling characteristics got better and better to react to a wider, less dedicated pilot population. They also had to improve because paved runways didn't always point into the wind and the new fangled tailwheels didn't keep the tail behind them as nicely as a skid in grass did. For that reason, Antiques could generally be said to be more cantankerous than Classics, and Classics are more demanding than spam cans (but then, what isn't. . . sorry, had to slip that in). The real hardcore Antiques are marginal in all but the most favorable of circumstances. A quick trip in a Jenny, for instance, although done at a fast walk, will give a new respect for our aerial pioneers who didn't know they had nearly zero power, not even that much control, and enough drag to make a tumbleweed look streamlined. By the time the Classics came along, only the tailwheel differentiated them from modern, in terms of handling. Take a ride with a C-195 pilot and notice the concentration on his face, when working with a stiff crosswind. Then notice the pilot's face when doing the same thing in a C-182. The difference is the degree of challenge, not the absence of it. However, each category - whether Antique or Classic, Homebuilt or Warbird - has a full range of pilot challenges that start down around zero for some and go right off the scale for others. Homebuilts go from the Pitts to the Sky Baby, Classics from the C-195 to Cruisair, Antiques from D-145 to Cub, Warbirds from Bf-109 to L-2M or T-34.



How Mechanically Savvy Are You? It is one thing to know how to fix something; it is something entirely different to know how something works, how to keep from breaking it and how to know when it's busted. A person doesn't have to be Mr. Goodwrench to know when his car's fan/alternator belt is slipping, or a front disc is grinding. As long as he knows how his machine works and is sympathetic enough to it to listen, he'll be able to spot a trend and report it to his local airplane doctor. But, many folks have no mechanical understanding and no interest in acquiring that understanding. The less mechanically sympathetic a person is, the closer to a spam can he should go. The older or more esoteric an airplane is, the more likely something will begin to go wrong and the mechanically savvy will sense it almost immediately. Those who just pump in fuel and push the throttle, will have a jug hanging off the engine because they didn't know that was detonation they were hearing. They didn't feel the change in frequency in the airframe and it never occurred to them to push the mixture in or retard throttle. Even if a person never picks up a screwdriver, he will enjoy an older airplane a zillion percent more if he is attuned to its mechanical karma. To a lesser extent, the same thing is true of Homebuilts. It is important to know the machine and to be in synch with it. The Ugly Word . . . Money Certainly one of the world's great injustices is that airplanes have price tags on them. Here we have a commodity that is as essential to some of us as water and air and we have to pay money for it. It doesn't seem fair, somehow. The good news, however, is airplanes are one of the few places one can put money, have fun and be almost guaranteed of getting it back again. Assuming some planning and common sense is exercised, that is. We'll get into the financial aspects of buying aircraft next issue, but right now we need to look at the financial effect at home. Paying for the airplane is not one of the things most spouses put on a par with the mortgage or a trip to the grocery store. Therefore, unless the airplane is a true husband and wife affair or there is no spouse, the load placed by owning the airplane has to be one that can be handled comfortably. That, unfortunately, is not always the case. Airplanes have this disturbing habit of singing siren songs in our ears and getting us in deeper than we intended. There is nothing known that can so easily make a normally reasonable man lose control of his senses. For this reason, airplanes have probably broken SPORT AVIATION 29



up as many marriages as "the other woman." In fact, in many households the airplane IS the other woman. Airplanes get to our relationships in two ways - the first being the time spent on them and the second is the finances. Too few of us get as blood thirsty as we should in analyzing the ability to support an airplane. All we know is we WANT that airplane. In many cases, that means the airplane ends up owning us, rather than the other way around. The tail-wagging-the-dog syndrome is usually the result of buying an airplane that is simply more machine than can be supported. Yes, maybe the monthly note for the purchase isn't too bad, but by the time hangar, fuel, insurance, etc. are tacked on, the final nut is pretty big. Making it even worse is a tendency to buy a machine that is one notch too complex for the realities of our lives. A C-170 would do fine, but a 180 is bought, instead. A T-6 could be handled with no sweat, but a Mustang finds its way into our heart. A Stearman would have been perfect, but a Staggerwing winks at us and we're gone. We all do the same thing. And, in one form or another, we wind up regretting it. Either the wife hates it because we're out there all the time, or we resent it ourselves because it straps us so tightly. Or both. An airplane is a whole lot more fun if it isn't placing an unbearable burden on our life and our home situation. But, we have to be really cold blooded in determining what the definition of "unbearable" is. Summarizing the Categories The following paragraphs give some broad generalizations on each category. The operative word here is "broad." In each case, there are exceptions to the rule and we've tried to point out the notable ones. However, we've done our best to give an overview that can serve as a general guide. The chart goes into some detail on each make. Antiques There are Antiques and then there are Antiques. A 1917 JN4D "Jenny" is an Antique and so is a 1940 Luscombe, technically anyway. But, there are worlds of differences between them. That's why the EAA has so many different sub-categories to Antiques. Generally speaking, the older the Antique and the bigger it is, the more of an enthusiast's airplane it becomes. Meaning, the fuss factor is much higher. Well restored airplanes from the 1920s are slow and graceful, but most of the engines require lots of TLC. An OX-5, for instance, has a reported TBO of 5075 hours and doesn't have a sterling reputation for long term reliability. The Wright "J" series radials are much easier to support, although they are a specialty engine, and not just any 30 MAY 1989



mechanic can keep it running right. Also parts are hard to come by. As you move into the 1930s, the airplanes become more reliable, more numerous and generally more predictable on the ground. Paved runways didn't become commonplace until the mid-1930s, so the earlier airplanes don't like to behave on pavement. Later machines, like the cabin Wacos, Staggerwings, etc. are relatively well mannered airplanes, so long as the pilot is awake and knows what he is doing. Heavy Antiques, like Staggerwings, big engine Wacos, Travel Airs, Reliants, etc. have gotten expensive, with $50,000 being commonplace and $100,000-plus not being all that unusual. They also carry more than their share of mechanical demands and aren't airplanes you take to your local FBO to be annualed. Antiques and many of the Classics cause owners to spend a lot of money educating mechanics who aren't familiar with the machines. The airframes are simple enough but we are several generations away from common useage of many of the engines. Round engine mechanics, for instance, are becoming increasingly hard to locate and many shops can't touch fabric anymore. The middle ground Antiques, like Airmasters, small engine Wacos, Fairchild 24s, are good values in that they aren't so big and expensive that they eat your lunch and they return a fair amount of utility. As with all fabric airplanes of the era, they need a hangar and a knowledgable mechanic. Certain engines, like the Warners, are not only hard to get worked on, but parts are becoming a minor problem. Naturally, however, when enthusiasm and airplanes are combined, someone starts making the required parts for the others. When dropping down to the smaller Antiques, they almost have to be split into two groups based on engine types. By the end of the 1930s, the Lycoming and Continental 65 hp put-puts were in common use by just about every manufacturer and those are engines which are just as reliable and easy to work on as anything made today. Parts are only now getting a little tight. Prior to those engines, smaller flying machines used any number of powerplants, all of which



lack in reliability and which would be totally foreign to most present day FBO mechanics. The flathead A-40 is probably the best of the bunch and the herd of Cub ancestors that used it are affordable little Antiques. The rest of the older engines run the gamut from the Aeronca E-113,37 hp two-lunger, to the cute little LeBlond and Lenape radials. All of these engines demand the operator give them lots of TLC and remain over the centerline of major highways and large open fields. Technically, the designs that come out just prior to WW-II, like the Lus-



combe, Cub, Champ, Cruiser and dozens of others, are classed as Antiques. However, since most of them were also produced after the War, and use a modern engine (doesn't say much for us that we are still using the O-235 Lycoming nearly 50 years after its birth), many feel they should be categorized as Classics. The Classics The Classics are probably the hottest thing to hit sport aviation since composites. Of course, they didn't just suddenly happen; they have been creeping up on us for about 40 years. A number of factors, including the demise of the single engine airplane in America, a new crop of eager EAAers and the simple fact that the Classics are the best of both worlds, have contributed to their popularity. Almost all of the Classics could be said to be as useful and reliable as their much newer brethren and they are much less expensive. They are also much more fun. It is really wild, when it is realized that a Piper Apache or a square tiptank "Sky King" model 310 both qualify for Classic status. Although 1955 is the official cut off, many fly-ins have extended it to 1960 since so many of the 1955 designs were still in production at that date. Now, we are seeing restored straight tail 172s and fastback 150s with Judge Me tags on them. Generally, when speaking about Classics, however, the mental image is of that group of machines produced from 1946 to 1951. This includes everything from the lovely C-195 to the equally loved Swift, the Navion, the entire taildragger Cessna series, the quick and lithe Bellancas and about a dozen others. 36,000 airplanes were built in 1946 and, although the rate was cut drastically by the end of the next year, nearly 50,000 airplanes were produced in that era. This is another reason they are so popular . . . there are plenty to choose from and prices start in the $7500 bracket. The secret is out on Classics, however, and prices have started up on certain models like the Cessna 140. The Classics also represent one of the few classes of sport airplanes that can be left out in the elements. Many of them, notably the Cessna and Luscombe products, are all-metal structures with fabric limited to the wings on some models. These are airplanes that avoid the expense of hangars and are perfectly happy tied down on small grass strips where the rates are minimum and fun is maximum. Warbirds The spread in Warbirds is enormous regardless of what yardstick is used to measure it. The category lumps the Piper L-4 in with the B-29, the Stearman in with an F-104. Costs run from $4,000



for a clapped out Taylorcraft L-2 to numbers with endless rows of zeros for the heavy combat machines like the Mosquito, Mustang and Spitfire. For most, combat machines aren't in the cards because of the astronomical cost, Mustangs are starting at $300,000 and up. However, once the combat machines are eliminated, there are nearly 50 years of trainers, utility and liaison birds to choose from. Like all parts of aviation, the trainers are increasing in value at an unbelievable rate. T-34s are cruising past $100,000 and T-6s past $50,000. The primary trainers, however, offer a wide range of machines which can be had in totally restored condition for less than half of a T-6. They offer the advantages of much lower operating costs and their flight characteristics are more suited to Sunday morning sport flying. This is especially true of the Stearman and Fairchild series. The Ryan PT-22 has had its share of bad press, but is still a good airplane in the right hands. There is a large number of liaison airplanes, the warbugs, from several wars that can be picked up at bargain basement prices. This is especially true of the Taylorcraft L-2M and Aeronca L3. They've just never been as popular as the others and are easy, fun flying little machines. The L-4, naturally, brings J-3 Cub prices and the L-5 Stinson, the only specially designed L-bird of the war and an unbelievably fine flying airplane, is running in the low teens. L-19 Birddogs are more expensive, in the mid-twenties, but they offer good cross country utility, are all metal so can be left out without fear of the elements, and offer spectacular short field capabilities.



Homebuilts Find a Homebuilt to fit your mind and life is a gigantic challenge because, among other things, you are putting faith in another person's ability to build. This we'll address in some depth in the next installment. The second factor making Homebuilts such a difficult area is that they offer such an incredibly wide range. In fact, the Homebuilt category mirrors the entire rest of aviation. Within Homebuilts are Antiques and moderns, slowpokes and bullets, easy to fly and real lunch eaters. The range is Huge! The first decision, then, must be to evaluate whether a Homebuilt is practical at all and then which one makes sense. A Homebuilt is just that, home built. As such, only generalities can be made about each type and these generalities are bound to be wrong because each airplane is individual to the builder. One airplane, a Thorp, for instance, may be a lovely, easy to handle pussy cat, while an identical appearing Thorp might be a fast settling hockey puck that is im-



possible to handle on the runway. This is because of two of the most critical factors affecting the genre, weight and alignment. Little airplanes react much more adversely to weight because they just don't have the wing to carry it. Running wild with paint, radios and upholstery can add 50-100 pounds which completely changes the airplane's personality. Also, the airplanes personality can be totally altered by the Irueness" of the airframe, both in the air and on the ground. Simple things like the angle of inclination of the tailwheel pivot bolt can change a taildragger from a fun to fly machine to a holy terror on the runway. A wing that isn't skinned true means constant aileron deflection and roll trim changes with speed. One factor which is evening out the difference between airplanes is the advent of the kits. These make it easier to build a true airplane, although the tendency to add weight for cosmetics and imagined utility is still a problem. None of the foregoing may make an airplane dangerous, but it does mean a flight in a given make and model doesn't mean they all fly that way. The general flight characteristics may be identical, but the nuances may be totally different. Another factor in Homebuilts is the misunderstanding about what the "Experimental/Homebuilt" category means. Under the current rules, a Homebuilt can be operated almost exactly like a spam can, once the airplane has flown off its restrictions. However, only the original builder has the authority to act as an A&P for the airplane, and then only if he has gone through the proper documentation. The second owner must have all modifications, maintenance and annuals inspected and signed off by a regular A&P. That doesn't mean the owner can't do the work, but it must be inspected and signed off and, increasingly, local A&Ps don't want that liability. In fact, there have been reports of A&Ps refusing to relicense Homebuilts. It is their choice as to whether they want to do the work or not. In terms of reliability, safety, etc., a well constructed Homebuilt can exactly parallel a spam can production model. In almost all cases, however, the Homebuilt will place just a little higher demand on the pilot because the machine wasn't designed for the weakest link in the pilot chain, which is the case with spam cans. The Homebuilt design will usually (again, a generality) get more performance from a given engine, than a comparable spam can, but it will give away some of the low speed goodness. This is truer of the cross country designs than the around-the-patch-Sunday-morning-flyers. Few Homebuilt designs are dangerous in that area, but they do ask the pilot to stay awake.



Ultralights The Ultralight field almost doesn't exist, as we used to know it. The more successful designs have metamorphosized into real airplanes and the Homebuilt ARVs are the logical result. The regular Ultralight (254 Ibs. and 63 mph) still does not require a pilot's license, which is a lousy reason to want one. Flying and Scuba diving both share a common characteristic in that the human animal can neither fly nor breath underwater. Therefore, who would want to put themselves in a position where he can easily get severely hurt without some serious instruction? That should include regular flight training at least through solo and then some concentrated dual instruction at one of the many Ultralight training schools. Whether a licensed pilot or not, it isn't wise to step directly into an Ultralight without proper training and check out because they present several flight characteristics that normal pilots have never seen. Chief among these differences is the result of extremely low wing loading and correspondingly high drag coefficients. The Ultralight is much more effected by the elements and relatively minor gusts are something worth worrying about. The newer designs overcome this with aerodynamics and control systems that parallel other airplanes. The earlier Ultralights had every non-traditional form of control imaginable. What the pilot will experience is an airplane that has much less control than he is used to and, more importantly, will deaccelerate almost instantly when power is reduced or the nose brought up. This is not necessarily a dangerous trait, so long as it is recognized as being part of the package. That's why the training is so important. Having seen and felt the differences a number of times, a pilot can transition easily. Not having seen it means the first few flights will be high risk. The question of utility isn't a question in Ultralights. Granted, it is possible to go somewhere in it and some have even been equipped with spray rigs and others used for traffic control, but that isn't the norm. The norm is to go find a nice place from which to watch sunsets. Summary Antique, Classic, Homebuilt, Warbird, Ultralight? That's a lot of questions facing the prospective purchaser. But, they aren't all over once you've decided which is best for you. Now, the hard part begins. Actually buying one of the machines. Next time around we'll look at the general rules of purchasing airplanes and then mention a few specifics on each category. Until then, keep Trade-A-Plane out of sight or you'll get that much more confused. SPORT AVIATION 31



BUYING A HOMEBUILT . . . PART 3
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UYING A HOMEBUILT airplane is akin to figuring out how to hug a porcupine: You have to look carefully to find the best way to approach it so no painful mistakes are made. Depleting the checkbook by adding a horse of the homebuilt variety to the stable is a lot different than wandering down to the local spam can store and walking out with a Cessnapiperbeech. When buying an airplane of the storebought variety, regardless of its age, certain things can be taken for granted. For one thing, it can be assumed each of a given type was nearly identical when it left the factory, so anything that makes one better than the next has to do with what has happened to it since it left the nest. In other words, the primary questions to be answered have to do with how much of the "new" has either been rubbed off or replaced. Factory airplanes also have a sameness courtesy of the U. S. Government. They were all certified to some sort of regulations that brought the flight characteristics and structure into a specific pattern/envelope. Nothing truly out of the ordinary was going to get the "U. S. Approved" stamp on its hind quarters. Then it is guaranteed the airplanes stay that way by mandating checkups during the manufacturing stages and periodically thereafter to make sure everything on the airplane matches the original blueprints exactly, unless exhaustive (and exhausting) documentation proves changes haven't detracted from the original design's perfor-



mance or safety. How is the homebuilt airplane different from the foregoing? In every way possible! In the first place, the actual FAA language concerning homebuilts doesn't call them that. They are called "amateur built", which, even though the sport movement has become incredibly professional in recent years, is still an apt description. The home, or amateur, built airplane is just that: It didn't come out of a factory, and it wasn't conceived and its gestation period regulated by tons of FAA regulations. It was conceived in common sense with a bow towards the laws of physics and aerodynamics and it was built by hands that may deliver mail or type letters during the day and
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build airplanes at night. It is an airplane built at home by an individual, for an individual. And that makes every one of them individual in character. Yes, most of the new kits are very professionally designed and, yes, these kits have removed much of the variation caused by individual builder characteristics. And it has to be agreed that there are an increasing number of professional shops specializing in some of these airplanes. Also, it seems the average quality of homebuilt is beginning to leave the spam cans in the dust. However, none of the foregoing removes the fact that the vast majority of homebuilt airplanes are built as sideline projects by well meaning, but non-professional, people who don't have the support luxuries which are part of even the smallest aircraft manufacturing plant. They don't have a huge stock room, or a machine shop on-site. They aren't working with jigs that cost three times the price of the finished airplane and a quality inspector isn't constantly sticking his nose over the builder's shoulder to make sure every procedure is done right. Also, many more non-kit airplanes are for sale than kit airplanes and those built from scratch contain even more of the builder's personality and craftsmanship. As it happens, almost none of this makes any difference. A quality design built by a quality homebuilder can be as safe (or safer) than anything coming out of any factory and its performance will usually blow a similarly powered spam can's doors off. The trick, then, in buying a homebuilt after the fact, when the opportunity to quantify the actual building process no longer exists, is to look for those clues that separate the wheat from the chaff, the quality from the alsorans, and the safe from the unsafe. The Evaluation Process Everything mentioned in earlier installments of the series concerning buying an airplane applies to homebuilts, so they won't be gone into in great detail here, but they include: 1. Learn as much as possible about the given airplane type.



2. Subscribe to newsletters and find type clubs. 3. Locate several builders/owners of the type and talk to them about what to look for. 4. Enlist the aid of someone very familiar with the type. The homebuilt is still an airplane, so everything that would be looked at on a store-bought machine applies here as well. Therefore, if you missed the last installment, go back and read it. Additional areas of concern and examination are unique to the homebuilt breed and result from the homebuilder's ability to avoid many of the restrictions which are part of FAA certification. In actually looking at a homebuilt airplane as a potential purchase, the procedures that must overlay the normal "used" airplane evaluation break down into neat little categories and questions: 1. Examine the design itself. 2. How close does this example match the original design? 3. How well built is this airplane? 4. What is its history? 5. What is its condition? 6. Examine the engine.



Quantifying the Design If looking at what is now considered to be a "mainstream" homebuilt design (such as a Lancair, Glasair, etc.), this step can be ignored because the very factors that have made those kinds of designs mainstream are the desirable ones to have. Like all products, an airplane becomes popular and enjoys a long lasting friendship with the market only if it is a good design in all possible areas. It must fly well, build relatively easily, offer the utility asked of it and be part of a supplier/support network. If any of these are missing, the airplane's popularity suffers. A short course in evaluating a design is to walk down the flight line at Oshkosh and count the numbers representing individual types. When you run across 20 or 30 Thorps, or a sea of Long-EZs, there should be little doubt the design is doing just about everything right. The real questions concerning designs pop-up when an airplane that is SPORT AVIATION 31



on the fringes of popularity or is one of the older breed of homebuilt comes up for sale. These airplanes represent a number of design questions for the prospective buyer. The first question should have to do with the number of the design which have been built and flown as well as the number still flying. Just because there aren't many at Oshkosh doesn't necessarily mean the airplane isn't, or wasn't, successful. All that indicates is it is either the victim of the popularity contest which the quick-to-build and sexy kits have won, or it is simply an older design that represents either a material or concept that is losing favor. A case in point would be the Pietenpol or the Heath Parasol. Both of the airplanes probably outnumber all the kit planes in terms of pure numbers built, but they hail from a different era and fly for a different purpose. A design doesn't hang around for 50 or 60 years and not have a few good points. The same thing applies to Tailwinds, Baby Aces, Miniplanes, Fly Babies, the Stits series, etc. They are all excellent designs but times have changed. The bottom line is, if there were ever a sizeable number of a design built, then it can probably be judged a good design and worth owning. If, however, only a very few were built or it is a oneoff, get leery. Something isn't right. Often the airplane's popularity will suffer because of its flight history. For example, the Knight Twister (surely one of the most beautiful bipes ever designed) was never built in large numbers, even though over 50 years old, because of a number of accidents usually attributed to its "hot" handling characteristics. Whether that is true or not is irrelevant, but the flying public saw the airplane in a too-hot-to-handle light and never built very many of them. When buying a homebuilt, always go with the majority, unless you are an adventurous soul who likes the challenge of a fringe design.



Adherence to Design One of the largest problems in homebuilts is the difficulty many builders have in sticking to the design. Homebuilders are homebuilders because they have a severe streak of individualism running through them. This also means they can't leave anything alone, which makes one wonder why anybody ever designs an airplane for the homebuilt market. Designers spend thousands of hours figuring out why something should be a particular way, and then a homebuilder changes it simply to give it his own flavor. In evaluating a homebuilt to purchase, it is important to know how the 32 AUGUST 1989



airplane was supposed to be built so feet of wing, any weight increase quality can be judged and modifications changes the wing loading (and stall speed, glide ratio, climb, etc.) drastispotted. This is extremely difficult to do without having a set of plans to review. cally. A lighter airplane may not have all However, since the assumption here is the bells and whistles or mirror-like finish, but it will fly better. the purchaser has already decided which design he is going to buy and he While checking the weight, look at the is beating the bushes looking for those airplane's most recent weight and balone or two designs, then it would be ance. The CG must be well within limits worth the money to purchase a set of or the airplane should be passed on. If plans. This may be difficult for some that documentation is missing or looks airplanes because they are no longer questionable, make it a condition of available. An ad placed in the back of sale. SPORT AVIATION will generally cure that problem. Craftsmanship: Doing it Right There are two types of modifications, one of which is probably accepted and As has often been said, craftsmanthe other isn't. The cosmetic modificaship is an attitude, not a skill level, and tions are generally harmless so long as in examining an airplane, it doesn't take they are done properly. The addition of long to determine that attitude. It also a canopy to a Pitts, for instance, is no should be noted that it is very common big deal. The reshaping of the tail sur- to find a builder that is a real craftsman faces of a Tailwind, however, should be on the structure, but lacks a little finesse looked at to make sure they include the when it comes to finishing. It is even right amount of area. more common to find a homebuilt with Also, putting gigantic turtledecks to an excellent paint job and a mediocre accommodate canopies on Volksstructure because the builder farmed planes and Space Walkers raises the out the paint to a pro. So, for that question of the effect of the additional reason, the real inspection starts at the side area. Still, these mods are generinside and ignores the outside. New ally benign in nature. paint jobs can always be applied. QuesBeware of the homebuilder who tionable craftsmanship, on the other brags about finding a better way to hand, is impossible to correct without hinge the ailerons or simplified the wing completely rebuilding the entire fittings, etc. The designer had a reason airplane. for doing things a particular way, and In evaluating the craftsmanship of even though the builder may not agree airplanes, it should be kept in mind that with it, he should do it that way. Changdifferent materials have different tolering anything effects every other piece ances for builder foul-ups. For instance, of structure in the airplane and nobody a tubing structure, assuming the weldknows the interrelationships better than ing is at least adequate, is pretty hard the designer. However, it's not unusual to build so poorly it will eventually fail. to find an airplane with a modification Aluminum, however, is much less tolerthat actually was blessed by the original ant and the result of mistakes may not designer, in which case, the seller show up for hundreds of hours. If, for should be able to show written proof of instance, the builder doesn't deburr all the approval. Too often we hear, "Yeah, his holes, eventually they could lead to I talked to old Irving the designer about fatigue cracking. If he drags a sheet it and he said go ahead." Get some val- across the bench and puts a series of idation! Call old Irving, if necessary, and scratches in it, each is a stress riser see what he thinks about a particular and a place for fatique cracks to start. airplane. Designers don't know every On the other hand, learning to drive a airplane built from their plans or kits, safe rivet is a little easier than learning but they know a surprisingly large to weld, but to drive a good looking rivet number of them and, if the airplane has in thin skin is a challenge. been modified, they'll know it for sure. Composites, because of the way the airplanes are usually designed, are A super critical number, and one that much harder to screw up. However, is easy to check, is the airplane's weight once the airplane is finished, those as compared to the original design weight. The biggest single problem screw ups are much harder to spot unless they are really gross in nature. most homebuilts have is obesity. They need to go on a diet. Builders can't re- Wood is similar in that most glues used since WW-II give a reasonable amount sist putting in leather interiors and installing fiberglass fairings that are per- of latitude to the builder and the material itself isn't as critical to scratches, sharp fectly smooth, but a 1/4 inch thick. A edges, etc. But there, too, it is impossifew pounds here and there can add 50 ble to know whether the builder waited to 100 pounds in nothing flat, and where it wouldn't be noticed on a spam can, it too long to use the glue or it was too makes a noticeable difference in a cold or he had too much gap for that homebuilt. With less than 100 square adhesive.



The saving grace in inspecting any material comes back to the "attitude" aspect of craftsmanship. If the part that can be inspected shows the right attitude, then it can be assumed the portion that can't be inspected was done the same way. This is even more true of bad craftsmanship that shows. Almost everybody takes a little more care with things that will show, so, if the area that is able to be inspected shows some glitches, it can be assumed the rest of the airframe is in even worse condition. Looking at the Important Stuff



Although each material demands a slightly different type of inspection, there are certain areas that should always be inspected: 1. Pull the wing and tail fairings and inspect all attach points. Look for good surface finish on the fittings with no scratches or sharp edges. The bolt heads shouldn't be marred from pounding or slipped ratchets. Look for safety wiring or nylok nuts, where applicable. These areas should look as close to factory built as possible. 2. Track the control system, checking the cable runs to be sure they are clear of all structure. All pulleys should have cable guards and all control surface hinging should be as per design specs. Beware of piano hinges substituted for centerline hinges. 3. Open the cowling and check the motor mount welding and general engine installation. Track the propeller by setting a chair or tool box under the nose and inline with one propeller blade. Then turn the prop to see if the other blade arrives in the same place. 4. Inspect the propeller. If wood, look for cracks, delaminating, compressed wood under the bolt flange, loose sheathing, signs of moisture. If composite, delaminating is the primary concern and will be indicated by spiderweb cracking. If metal, check the logs to see if it was clipped by an approved shop, then inspect for nicks, etc. 5. When inspecting the cockpit, use a mirror to look up under the instrument panel and see how much care was taken in installing all equipment. If possible, get under the floorboards to see the control system installation, as well as the brake and control cable runs. Look at the upholstery and see if it is contributing more weight than comfort and check the edges for fit. Pull the seat forward, if possible, to get a look at the aft fuselage structure, since this is possibly the only way to see it. Look for the detail which is appropriate to the material. 6. If a canopy is installed, make sure it isn't cracked or crazed and try the latching mechanism several times since



this is an area in which Rube Goldberg often shows his hand.



Each Material is Different In doing the above inspections, the unique characteristics of each material and type of construction should be recognized. In a rag and tube airplane, there are a multitude of materials that the builder must master: steel, wood and fabric in that order of importance. In inspecting a tube structure, naturally, the first thing to examine is the welding. Unfortunately, only the welder knows for sure that he is getting penetration, since it is possible to paint on a beautiful looking weld and have it holding next to nothing. That, however, is almost never the case. If each and every weld has nicely formed ringlets in the bead and the bead meets the surface in a smooth, slight angle, the weld is probably as good as it looks. The danger signs in a weld include lumpy, irregular beads or edges of the bead that undercut the surface leaving a tiny concave area adjacent to it. Beware welding that shows a pockmarked or frosty look through the paint; it has been oxidized and is as brittle as glass. A few less than pretty welds can be tolerated, but not in the critical areas, so motor mounts, landing gear attach points, wing attach points and tail mounts should show really good welds. "Good" does not mean pretty, although that is preferable. Good means that even though the bead isn't perfectly even, it appears to flow into the surface at the edges and exhibits a surface that is smooth. Incidentally, there are practically no recorded incidences of a weld breaking in flight, although plenty have come apart in hard landings or crashes (which might be the same thing). And this is despite the fact that there have been lots of airplanes flown with welds that look like bubble gum has been globbed in place. Fitting inspection on any airplane is the same .. . there should be no sharp edges, scratches or nicks. The wood wings of a rag and tube machine and a wooden airplane share the same inspection requirements. Look for smallish (1/32 or less) glue lines which indicate tight joints, but keep an eye for non-existent glue lines that might indicate a dry joint from too much clamping pressure. Conversely, severe cases of "gaposis" should be avoided. Look carefully at a few joints to see if the glue line is even, indicating a square joint, or tapered, indicating surfaces that don't quite meet. Ask the builder what glue was used. Indications of a lack of craftsmanship and attitude will probably be obvious and would include things



like marks left from using clamps with no pads and rough edged pieces anywhere. Wood is the easiest material to dress up and make look good, so anything that looks shoddy probably is. Aluminum airplanes give indications of builder attitude and craftsmanship almost everywhere you look. If a peek can be gotten of the inside of any part of the machine, a lot can be learned. The edges of everything should be filed and sanded smooth. The butts of the rivets should be centered (not clinched) of uniform height and diameter and spaced nearly two diameters from the edge of sheets. Cut outs and notches, like where a stringer passes through a bulkhead or where an inspection panel attaches, should have heatly radiused ends/corners and dressed edges. The surface of the interior should be scratch free and present a neat, clean appearance. When viewed from the inside, an aluminum airplane doesn't give the builder any place to hide. Climb into the airplane and have someone hold the elevator and rudder while the control stick and pedals are pushed and pulled firmly. There should be no give in the system. Push on both rudder pedals at one time and see if they give. Any movement is indicative of inadequate mountings or flexing structure. Composite builder attitude can best be evaluated by looking at the surface of the airplane at an angle in low light. Waves, ripples, weave showing through, unfilled voids all show a lack of skill and/or caring. If the outside looks like that, the interior will generally be worse. Look at the interior fuselage sides at corners, like where the seat back structure joins the fuselage and see if it is a neat joint or just puttied up with micro. Use a mirror and flashlight to peek into holes and around corners where the lay-ups won't be sanded or painted. This will give an indication of problems, since a dry lay-up will show in that situation. The nice thing about inspecting most composites is that so many of them are kit-built, a prospective buyer can call the kit factory and ask them for specifics concerning the right way to inspect that type of airplane. Generally, they will be very open about it. A nice feature of the newer kits is most of the major components are popped out of molds so most builder-induced problems have to do with joining the pieces together. This is both good and bad. It is good because the big pieces aren't likely to be less than nearperfect. The bad news is it is very difficult to inspect some of the joints, like where the ribs glue to the inside of the skin. Because of this problem, most of the current generation of kit planes inSPORT AVIATION 33



corporate gross over-design in areas which are hard to inspect, making it easier for the builder to get a safe joint. When poking around the innards of any homebuilt, keep an eye or two open for non-standard hardware and parts. If hardware store bolts are found, even in non-critical areas, it says something about the builder's attitude. Granted, the bolts won't cause a problem, but most builders are so airplane oriented, they can't bring themselves to use anything but AN hardware, even though there is no doubt the automotive equivalent will do the job. It is a mind set that will follow itself throughout the entire airplane. If the thought pattern is "any old bolt will do", that will show through as well.



The Airplane's History



When trying to get a finger on the airplane's history, talk to the guys standing around the terminal. If the airplane has been on the field for any length of time, there will always be a couple of folks who have some familiarity with it. They might be able to enlighten you about the time the owner ground looped through two runway lights, went over on his back in the salt water marsh which put out the fire that was raging down the aft fuselage as the result of the fuel tank rupturing when the welds on the landing gear let go. The logs might mention it as,". . . damaged wingtip on landing . . ." Another source of info on a given airplane is the type club it belongs to and the members closest to where the airplane is located. While they are seldom willing to bad mouth someone else's airplane, it's not hard to tell from their demeanor when something isn't right. Problem airplanes have a way of gaining a reputation among those close to the type and most owners of the same type will know the airplane, if only by its reputation. Also, since they've probably flown side-by-side with the airplane going somewhere, they can comment on its relative performance.



A homebuilt that has changed hands four times in the last ten years and only flew 38 hours during that time is a good candidate for a wind-tee because something about it has kept a lot of owners on the ground. Since every homebuilt is different, even within type, it is important to see what past owners have done with the airplane. One that has been flown 50-100 hours a year is an Condition Is Important airplane that must fly fine, since that is about as much time as most pilots can squeeze into their schedules. The one On a factory-built, condition is everythat is passed around like a hot potato thing and the same is true of a homebetween owners is trying to tell the built, assuming all the craftsmanship world something. and history stack-up. As a general rule, The problems can be either in the homebuilts fair better than spam cans machine's flight characteristics or in its over the years because they are almost never tied down outside and they fly mechanical personna. An airplane that less. In fact, homebuilts, with the possicauses the pilot's mouth to dry out every single time he flies it is an airplane ble exception of the new breed of cross that eventually sits around a lot. This is country runners, suffer more from age not necessarily a function of airplane than from over use. On the question of storage, a homedesign, but is often the result of the differences built into it by the owner. For built that has been stored outside instance, it isn't unusual to find a nor- should be more closely inspected for mally benign airplane like a Baby Ace environmental deterioration than a that is a lunch eater on the ground be- spam can in a similar situation. This is cause the gear is set up wrong. Con- because there is no guarantee the versely, an airplane like a Pitts can builder observed the weatherproofing often be surprisingly docile because the procedures that are standard to factory builts. Most of the time, the builders do gear is right on the money. more than the factories in this area, but Lots of airplanes come out of the nest slightly bent, which is another reason not always. For that reason, all normal checks for corrosion, rot and rust should they don't fly much. If the machine be carried out. Also, if the airplane has seems to have a mind of its own in the air because of some built in rigging been allowed to sit outside for any length of time, which is usually obvious problem, it sits around a lot. Other airplanes never seem to get from its grungy appearance, this is their mechanics worked out. Check the another way of judging the builder's attitudes towards airplanes. Most builders logs and see if there appears to be would rather lose a hand than let their some sort of pattern. Is there an unairplane sit out in the rain. So, if this one natural number of mentions of the fuel system, or something that indicates a has seen a number of winters tied nagging engine problem. Unfortunately, down, start thinking in terms of quesmost often those problems aren't in the tionable builder attitude. Everything that applies to inspecting logs, since until recently the requirespam cans applies at this point, alments for maintenance paperwork on though having an individual who has homebuilts was much more relaxed. 34 AUGUST 1989



either built or is familiar with the type would be worth his weight in six-packs. He'll know which unique cranny to poke into. Engines Today it's not unusual to see a factory new engine in a homebuilt, but that is not the norm among airplanes that have been around for a while. In fact, they will range from engines jerked out of wind damaged colts that have weeds growing up through the ribs, to owner rebuilt freebies rescued from fire damaged Apaches and converted ground power units. The homebuilt engine requires a little closer examination, if only because it doesn't have to be a certified engine to go into an experimental category airplane. There is nothing saying it must be within certain specs, can't be rebuilt by your grandmother, or should have a certain AD accomplished. So, it may or may not be a worthwhile rubber band and should be given a thorough looksee. Fortunately, homebuilders aren't stupid, so very, very few will take chances with the engine, especially since it is pulling around something that took them years to build. There is a real tendency with most of them to consider the engine black magic to be done by another set of hands. The buyer's job is to evaluate that set of hands which should be able to be accomplished through the log books. Even though installed in an experimental airplane, a quality conscious builder will still have the engine done by the best shop he can afford. Here, as with the spam cans, the question is whether the engine was simply "overhauled" to service specs, in which case it must be determined which parts were changed and where they fall in the tolerance range. If the engine was "rebuilt" to factory new specs, then the only question is the quality of the shop that did it. Quite often the engine will not have been rebuilt, but will be a fugitive from another airplane, installed exactly as removed. In this case, it is a simple matter of checking the logs for time. However, it is extremely important to find out why the engine was removed in the first place. What happened to the rest of the airplane? Was it in an accident? Did it sit around for a long time? How was it preserved? The engine history is as important as the airplane's. Paperwork



The two pieces of paper that absolutely must be examined before letting any shekels change hands are the Special Airworthiness Certificate and the Operations and Limitations. Begin-



ning September 10,1979, the Airworthiness Certificate issued when the airplane was originally flown for the first time is good indefinitely. However, prior to that date, the FAA looked at the airplane every 12 months and issued a new Special Airworthiness Certificate. If the airplane being examined was licensed during that earlier period and then allowed to go out of license, the Airworthiness Certificate will have an expiration date stamped on it, which means a new one must be obtained. What that means is the FAA must be called back in to examine the airplane and approve it for flight exactly as if it had just been built and was getting ready for its first flight. This is not a difficult procedure but, as with anything involving the government, it can take time and prove aggravating. The Operations Limitations are an entirely different matter. For one thing, all of them will bear a statement having to do with the airplane not being used for hire. Most will also have a statement about not flying over densely populated areas or on congested airways except when taking off or landing. The hooker is ... for the past several years, the FARs have left off the part about "... when taking off or landing . . ." and some operations and limitations don't have it either. That means an airplane based in an urban area is going to be in violation everytime it takes off and lands. Normally, the FAA is willing to



amend that language, but again, it takes time. The Operations Limitations are issued based upon what the original builder requested, so, if he built a Pitts but didn't plan on any aerobatics and didn't ask for it, it is likely to say ". . . no aerobatics . . ." on the ops/limitations. Same thing with night and IFR use. It has to say it is approved for such uses on the paperwork or the pilot is in violation. Any contemplated use must be spelled out or the new owner will have to go back through part of the procedures leading to a new set of operations and limitations. In some cases, since it is up to local inspectors, they may be reluctant to change what another inspector has already approved or disapproved and that can lead to real hassles.



12 months before having it inspected, at which time, the A&P, if he so chooses, can turn down the covering job. The new owner cannot perform any modifications that will result in increased performance without going for a new Special Airworthiness Certificate. The mods that are spelled out include replacing the engine with a more powerful one, changing the muffler system and installing a propeller that results in increased performance. So, before doing anything that might even remotely be interpreted as being a major mod, the FAA should be contacted to get an interpretation as to whether a new Airworthiness Certificate will have to be applied for.



Maintenance



"Caveat Emptor" is an ugly phrase and not one anyone likes to see it applied to sport aviation. Unfortunately, since the homebuilt airplane exists outside the restrictions of FAA certification it is very incumbent upon the buyer to look deeply and go far past the paint job in his examination because there are so many possible unknowns. Since the homebuilt airplane is an expression of an individual's tastes and attitudes, nothing can be taken for granted . . . because no two homebuilts are the same.



Under a so-called gentleman's agreement with the FAA, a new owner of a homebuilt can still perform maintenance and work on his airplane, but once a year either an A&P or the original builder (assuming he held on to his repairman's certificate for that airplane) must check the work done and sign it off. That doesn't mean the work has to be signed off as done. The new owner can, for instance, recover his Pitts right after getting it relicensed and fly it for



Summary



EAA Membership Honor Roll This month we continue our recognition of persons who have qualified for the EAA Membership Honor Roll. When you receive your new or renewal EAA Membership Card, the reverse side of the attached form will contain an application with which you can sign up a new member. Fill in your new member's name, enclose a check or money order and return to EAA Headquarters and you will be recognized on this page in SPORT AVIATION - and there is no limit to how many times you may be so honored here.
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Airplane Design 101: Part 3 - Size 
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